Simultaneous Quantification of Electron Transfer by Carbon Matrices and Functional Groups in Pyrogenic Carbon.
Pyrogenic carbon contains redox-active functional groups and polyaromatic carbon matrices that are both capable of transferring electrons. Several techniques have been explored to characterize the individual electron transfer process of either functional groups or carbon matrices individually. However, simultaneous analysis of both processes remains challenging. Using an approach that employs a four-electrode configuration and dual-interface electron transfer detection, we distinguished the electron transfer by functional groups from the electron transfer by carbon matrices and simultaneously quantified their relative contribution to the total electron transfer to and from pyrogenic carbon. Results show that at low to intermediate pyrolysis temperatures (400-500 °C), redox cycling of functional groups is the major mechanism with a contribution of 100-78% to the total electron transfer; whereas at high temperatures (650-800 °C), direct electron transfer of carbon matrices dominates electron transfer with a contribution of 87-100%. Spectroscopic and diffraction analyses of pyrogenic carbon support the electrochemical measurements by showing a molecular-level structural transition from an enrichment in functional groups to an enrichment in nanosized graphene domains with increasing pyrolysis temperatures. The method described in this study provides a new analytical approach to separately quantify the relative importance of different electron transfer pathways in natural pyrogenic carbon and has potential applications for engineered carbon materials such as graphene oxides.